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Consumers looking for a supportive but comfortable hybrid mattress If you want to choose your buyer firmness preference with a budget of less than $1,000 If you prefer traditional memory foam beds Do you prioritize durability, premium quality and comfort? If the answer is yes, you might like what we have to say about the WinkBed Mattress.In to make it
easier for you to find what you want in this WinkBed review, below is a summary with links to particular sections within the post. Jump-To Links For This WinkBed Review:Honest WinkBed Mattress Review Video For those of you out there who want to get straight to the point , check out our short WinkBed video review outlining what you need to know about
this luxury online mattress. Read on to learn more about WinkBeds and their different firmness options. The different WinkBedA mattress models from mid-2020, WinkBeds now offers two new beds in addition to their flagship model; Memory Lux mattress and EcoCloud mattress. We'll largely focus on the classic model in our review, but here's a quick synopsis
of brand bed formation:The WinkBed – The flagship model that most people refer to when they say WinkBed. This is a supportive hybrid mattress with a soft cover. The ecocloud natural and organic mattress - This is WinkBeds with pocket coils, latex foam and an organic cotton cover. The MemoryLux - The company's premium memory foam mattress with a
soft cushion top, a bit like Loom &amp; Leaf, just softer. WinkBed Mattress Construction And DesignWinkBed is a hybrid or internal spring mattress that seems to belong to a resort hotel. It looks premium, looks expensive to make, and looks like a bed you'd boast about with your friends. Side view of winkbed mattress. Base layer - WinkBed starts with 2 of
support foam that provides the basis for the entire mattress Support layer - In addition to that there are 7 pocket coils that provide most of the support layerTransition - Next is a layer of foam that also serves as a surface for the 2.5 micro-coils to sit on - the WinkBed actually has two layers of coils. Micro-coils provide better airflow than many foams and help
provide localized support. Comfort layer - The top layer of the mattress is a 2 thick quilted European pillow top that has a Hypersoft Foam inside and will be the main comfort layer of the bedIn total, WinkBed measures at about 15 in height, making it one of the thickest and most corpule mattresses we have ever tested. As for the duration, we don't have any
issues with WinkBed, but in case you're interested, Consumer Reports has given WinkBed an Excellent in terms of durability. We will echo this sentiment: WinkBed does not your standard mattress online. WinkBed's Tencel Mattress CoverWinkBed is a mattress devil. The mattress cover is made of Tencel, which is a plant-based fiber. It is very soft and looks
premium. It also has the OEKO-TEX Standard 100, Class 1 certification which ensures that it is a non-toxic tissues. We really like the cover. It's soft, fluffy and tremendously comfortable, not to mention that it looks like a million dollars. While WinkBed doesn't have a removable washing machine-washable lid (like Yogabed or Novosbed), you can hand-clean it
with a light detergent swab and warm water. It's not the most practical thing in the world, but spot cleaning works well. It might also be a good idea to examine a mattress protector to completely avoid any stain problems; WinkBed actually sells a mattress protector on their website. Like FYI, these protectors tend to somehow change the feeling of a mattress,
which many people don't like. WinkBed Mattress Firmness And FeelThis mattress is available in three different levels of firmness. They make a softer mattress, Luxury Firm (more popular) and Firmer, which all have the feeling of innerspring/pillowtop. The Luxury Company is located on a medium-medium-solid on the spectrum of softness/ compactness. This
tends to be the weak point for many sleepers. Softness and firmness will vary from person to person. The heavier the individual, the more weight they will put on a bed and therefore the softer the bed will feel. The opposite is true for small individuals. Be sure to keep that in mind while shopping on the mattress. As for how the bed feels, well, the top of the
pillow is soft and comfortable, but the bed overall has a lasting and supportive atmosphere. You can say it's a spring mattress, but in a good way: it looks like this mattress isn't going anywhere, no matter how many times your kids jump at it. The two layers of coils mean that it immediately returns to shape, effortlessly turning on sleep positions at night. Is
WinkBed a good mattress for couples? If you are shopping for two, you should be able to find a firmness profile that is convenient for both of you, this is the most important. There are, however, two elements that are important for couples who are often overlooked with a new mattress. Let's talk about edge support and motion isolation. Edge SupportEdge
support is all about how strong the edges of the mattress are. WinkBed is fine here thanks to their Extra-Edge support system, but it's not the best we've ever seen. We can safely say that it will be good for almost everyone, unless for some reason the support of the edges is the only thing you care about in a mattress. If that's the case, there are a few beds
that we'd express higher up here. Motion isolationWhat is motion isolation? This is important when a partner (1) is active in sleep, (2) loves to sneak into a midnight snack or (3) insists on drinking plenty of water before going to bed. Since WinkBed has coils, it is not the best solution in terms of motion isolation. It makes a better than traditional indoor spring
mattresses, but there are a handful of beds we'd rather have if movement insulation is the most important number one factor. Temperature adjustment If you were to take this mattress if you or your partner are sleeping hot? Hot? our testing period on WinkBed, we found that the answer is possibly. The mattress itself tends to be more neutral, but there is a lot
that goes into the temperature of a mattress beyond just materials. In general, coils tend to be better than foams for airflow, so WinkBed gets a big thumbs up there. In fact, they say the coils have a ventilation system designed to move heat through the mattress and away from your body. In addition, tencel cover sleeps cooler than other materials such as
cotton. WinkBed Sleeper Type AnalysisSide SleepersWInkBed works for side sleepers, just make sure you go with the Softer model. This will have more pressure relief than the other two and will do a good job of craming your body into place. The nice thing with winkbed is that you won't get any of that feeling stuck in the mud since the bed has no memory
foam. It just has more than a soft, airy feel. Based on our WinkBed review, we could see winkbed being one of the best mattresses for heavy side sleepers in particular. You don't often find a bed with this level of support but it still does a great job of offering ief pressure in the upper layers. Stomach SleepersWe also know that WinkBed will be a great option for
sleeper back and/or stomach, just be sure to examine the Luxury Firm or Firm model. These should do a good job of keeping the spine in neutral alignment and avoid any excess pressure in the low back. Sleepers combinedWhy the bed is so responsive, changing position does not require any effort, making this bed suitable for combined sleepers. Let's hope
this helps you sleep more restful because the process of moving from back to stomach and so on requires much less energy than a memory foam mattress, for example. Heavy body typesThis is one of the most durable and durable mattresses we have encountered. We think WinkBed will be a great option for people of all shapes and sizes. While most online
mattresses are made enticingly of foam (such as Puffy or Nectar) and are not suitable for people over 250 pounds, the WinkBed is one of the best mattresses for heavy and/or obese sleepers. In fact, WinkBeds actually makes a heavy-duty mattress model called WinkBed Plus.According to tests performed by WinkBed, in a 20-year simulation with a 350-pound
sleeper, WinkBed Plus suffered almost no loss of firmness or loft. In fact, he maintained 98% of his firmness and 99.2% of his loft at the end of that 20-year simulation. You can learn more about the Plus version on winkbeds website. Petite to Average Body TypesGiven that WinkBed can handle heavy people, can hire small and medium-sized without
problems. Petite people might want to stay with WinkBeds' Luxury Firm or Softer option so they don't end up with a bed that feels too firm. WinkBed mattress pricesThis is not a cheap mattress, but it is certainly not an expensive mattress. In fact, for what you're getting, we'll consider WinkBed a really enjoyable value. Safe Safe more expensive than Leesa, but
it's also (a bit) cheaper than Purple 4. Here is a price breakdown before any discounts. SizePrice (MSRP)Twin$1,049Twin XL$1,149Full$1,299Queen$1,599King$1,799Cal King$1,849Is there a winkbed mattress coupon or discount code? Like any other mattress brand, WinkBed generally offers offers and special offers throughout the year. You can typically
expect to receive about $200 off your purchase. In fact, we should have a coupon code for you on the right side of this page that will save you money on the WinkBed mattress. Promotions will depend on the season you're shopping in. For example, as you'd expect, Black Friday deals are typically steeper than any ole weekend. So if you want to save as much
money as possible, visit our Mattress Deals &amp; Coupons page or check frequently with WinkBeds.WinkBeds Mattress Review VerdictIt's honestly hard to imagine a better mattress than WinkBed. As we often say, there isn't a better one bed for everyone, but we were impressed during our WinkBed review. If you like the ideal of a luxury hotel mattress in
your home, WinkBed might be the one for you. He doesn't have everything right, but he does very well. WinkBed Mattress RatingsBBB Rating: BAmazon Reviews: Currently not sold on AmazonOther WinkBeds products WinkBeds Mattress size and SizingDespite being a luxury mattress, WinkBed is not only available in adult sizes. The bed is offered in all
major sizes of the United States, including full, twin XL, and king. Here's a look at the size for each dimension. Weight Size (Pound)Size (Inches)Twin7538 x 75Twin XL8538 x 80Full12054 x 75Queen13560 x 80King14576 x 80Cal King14572 x 84A today, they don't offer a split option for king or king Cal, but theoretically you could just join two twin XL-sized
mattresses to create a divided king. WinkBed business informationAny time you buy a mattress online, you should expect free shipping, no matter which retailer or brand you buy from. If it doesn't have free shipping, you should consider one of the dozens of multiples of other mattresses we've reviewed. Free shipping and return $99 White glove deliveryLacks
handles for mobile trial120-night WarrantyLifetimeLifetime 50% Comfort Replacement OptionWinkBed also has what they call a Lifetime 50% Off Comfort Replacement Option, which essentially allows you to buy a new WinkBed mattress for 50% of its current sale price after the trial period expires. This is additional protection for anyone who decides they want
a softer or firmer mattress or just wants an update a few years later. The only other brand that comes to mind that has this is Nest Bedding. Is it good for side sleepers? Absolutely. The Softer and Luxury Firm models are both good for side sleepers. Back and stomach sleepers will prefer the Firmer model. How firm is WinkBed? WinkBed is available in 3
firming options (Softer, Luxury Firm, Firmer). The Luxury Company is most popular and this is about a 5/10 on the firmness scale. Can I buy a WinkBed mattress in a physical location? If you can get to one of the six showrooms we mentioned in the Business Information section above, you should be able to buy the WinkBed there. If not, you'll need to order
online. But don't worry. WinkBed comes with a 120-day trial period. How did Slumber Yard get this mattress? WinkBed sent us this mattress so we could see it again. We did not accept any monetary payment from WinkBed to say good or bad things about the bed. We maintain full editorial control over this review and the opinions are that of our staff members
and no one else. How long does the shipment last? WinkBed says there will be seven to fourteen working days to receive the bed after you get it. As WinkBed switched to mattress packaging, however, shipping times decreased. Does WinkBed offer white glove delivery? Yes, but it costs more. WinkBed charges an extra $99 for white glove delivery. WinkBed
is a mattress for which we think white glove delivery might be worth it. Given how big and heavy the mattress is, you might want to let someone else set it up. Do they offer a mattress removal service? Yes. The cost of white glove delivery and mattress removal is $159.Where is WinkBed produced? The mattress is made in Wisconsin, USA. Use.
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